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Code enforcement continues to prioritieze community outreach, education, and construction 
mitigation as a focal point of City staff.  As is the case with all Staff Communications Reports, 
should City Council want to have an in depth discussion on this topic or would prefer a staff 
presentation, staff can return at the August 30 City Council Meeting.

Since the previous Council update related to code enforcement, staff has accomplished the 
following:

Construction Mitigation and Conditions of Approval
 As we communicated to City Council last year, the Planning and Building Departments 

are and have been well coordinated in the implementation of Conditions of Approval as 
defined in Planning Commission approvals.

 The King’s Crown project was recently issued a grading permit, requiring a construction 
mitigation plan with specific conditions of approval and pre-construction meetings.  

 Code Enforcement has been working with the Planning Department to amend Technical 
Report 15, Construction Mitigation Plan for the Empire Pass Master Planned 
Development.  

 Staff intends to utilize the Backhoe Report and the Department’s electronic newsletter to
provide additional education to the community, including explaining construction 
mitigation plans. The Backhoe Report is published on our website. Printed copies can be 
provided as needed. 

Noise
 Code Enforcement worked in coordination with the Police Department who provided 

training for night clubs and bars on Main Street on July 23, 2018.  The training covered 
multiple topics including the noise ordinance amendments, community concerns and 
expectations for compliance.

 Staff is continuing conversations with residents and businesses regarding the noise 
ordinance.  As needed, staff may return to Council to discuss how to amend the ordinance 
to maximize the balance between residents’ standard of living and thriving businesses.

 Staff will be discussing enforcement efforts with the Planning Commission, including 
how the noise ordinance specifically relates to the Kimball Garage, 638 Park Avenue. 
Staff intends to address enforcement concerns by discussing both misunderstandings and
identifying how to make improvements.  For example, concerns were previously raised 
about having to visit a violating property with an officer if they called in a noise 
complaint.  While staff cannot say with certainty that this has never happened, that is not 
consistent with methods to deescalate the situation.  To further ensure that this does not 



occur in the future, enforcement officers have been reminded that this is not a suitable 
way to handle the situation.

In addition to implementing the above listed items, staff also recommends the following 
additional actions to address the previous feedback. 

Customer Service
City staffers are continually having one on one conversations with community members.  
However, it is important to understand our customer is not only the person at the Building 
Department counter, our customer is also the entire community including residents, visitors and 
businesses.  The City Code is generally a reflection of the standards of living, which the larger 
community desires.  Staff must balance overall community interests (the Code) with the 
individual requests.  For example, exterior residential lighting is regulated to preserve Park 
City’s dark skies. However, some property owners are not pleased to hear they cannot install the 
light fixtures they prefer. Additionally, while protecting residents from construction impacts
through mitigation efforts, contractors often ask for leniency and the property owner is 
sometimes aware, and sometimes unaware. Staff believes that having a balanced enforcement 
approach, with consideration of the interests of all of our customers, is crucial, despite not 
always being able to provide the answer that a customer may prefer.  In order to maintain the
standards of living and compliance with the City Code, a clear and balanced enforcement process
is key.

The Parking Services Department also works closely with the Building Department to assist with 
customer service issues related to construction vehicles and mitigation in the residential areas of 
Old Town. Routine parking enforcement involves educating construction vendors and balancing 
resident parking needs. This is a very common complaint from the public – construction 
impacts.

Messaging 
Staff recognizes the opportunities to explain regulations and problem solving solutions when 
interacting with violating customers.  Enforcement staff has an obligation to explain each 
violation and why it is important.  Staff must explain that regulations make sense for the health 
and safety of the community.  By doing this, we approach people with respect, not a hammer,
and the community sees equity in being part of the compliance solution.

Staff further recognizes that community members are not always clear about when they can or 
should contact the City.  Some have even communicated a hesitation as a result of fear of 
bothering staffers. Code Enforcement personel intends to address some of these concerns by 
discussing them within the Backhoe Report.  Specifically, explaining what enforcement roles 
exist within Park City, (code enforcement, public safety and parking), what each department 
enforces and scenarios when they should contact the City.  Staff will also explain how 
understanding community concerns and having extra eyes on the street are helpful.  Staff has 
facilitated anonymous complaints through the Park City website.  A complainant never needs to 
feel responsible for code enforcement action against someone else, as our enforcement is
determined by the code, not the complainant’s comments.



Enforcement Policy  
Discretion is crucial for enforcement officers.  However, enforcement must be equal and 
consistently applied. Strategic enforcement must be based on a concern and the content of the 
violation.  However, staff sees an opportunity to ensure that enforcement staff has appropriate,
consistent internal application of enforcement actions.  The internal enforcement policy has 
already established an education based approach of verbal warning, written warning and then 
enforcement, unless there are life safety concerns. While this policy has provided beneficial 
guidance, it does not specify when an issue should be elevated to another staff member for 
interpretation, such as the Chief Building Official for interpretation of the International Building 
Code or what enforcement action is most appropriate, such as an administrative code 
enforcement citation or a stop work order. The Chief Building Official and Deputy Chief 
Building Official intend to provide more procedural clarity to staffers including when issues 
should be elevated to another staffer who has the ability to dedicate additional time into 
providing a thorough response.

Proactive Code Analysis
As stated above, the City Code is a reflection of the community interests and should be amended 
as those interests evolve with time.  As feedback is received, staff intends to bring those topics to 
City Council as early as possible for further discussion and consider taking action before 
becoming more problematic.

Building Permit Software
Park City has executed a contract for permit software management and is establishing a timeline 
for implementation.  The software system is capable of receiving and permitting some permit 
types online and allows our customers to look up the status of permits online.

In order to accomplish the customer service, messaging, enforcement policy and proactive code 
analysis as listed above, staff is also considering a Customer Liaison position which would 
provide enhanced customer service, where needed.  The liason would focus on community 
engagement within the Community Development Department, similar to the Community 
Outreach Police Officer.  Currently, multiple staffers help to troubleshooting specific 
circumstances as they arise but there is no consistent point of contact.  A liason would be able to 
dedicate time and support towards difficult customers and concerns, minimizing runaround for 
the customer and being a consistent contact.  Staff believes that this would allow a staff member 
to prioritize customer service and balanced enforcement, with an increased level of service.


